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THINGS THAT GAIN FROM DISORDER 
(TALEB, N. N. 2012) 

SCHOOL OF MEDIA AND COMMUNICATIONS

CLASSROOM



TODAY
Morning session: 10:30-12:30 

Consciousness raising and Identity Politics  

Afternoon session: 13:30-15:30 

Culture Building + Manifesto Making 



A system for the development and expansion of the psychic life 

of the subject and the collective. 

1. Agency 

2.Self Expression  

3.Connection to others  

4.Environment

A PEDAGOGY FOR WELLBEING



‘What is fundamentally at stake is recognising the importance of physical, 

emotional and psychological wellbeing and the importance of institutions 

and social relationships in ensuring that’  

(Gilbert, J. 2019) 

1.What sort of subjectivity do we want to nuture?  

2.How can we take collective responsibility for each other?  

3.What role can education take in developing a psychic wellbeing? 

A PEDAGOGY FOR WELLBEING



THE PERSONAL IS POLITICAL

1. Personal relations  

2.Environment: Political, Societal, Cultural  

3.Development of Subjectivity  

(Guattari, F. 2000) 



The theory that the development of subjectivity can be dynamic, thus it 

moves beyond a subjectivity that is historical, cultural and socially 

determined. 

‘This formulation of body-self engages both with the active, experimenting, 

unfolding capacity of self to construct itself and the world about it’  

(Fox, N.J 2002)

POSTSTRUCTURALIST SUBJECTIVITY



AESTHETICS OF LEARNING

1. Aesthetics as an extension in one’s capacity to be in the 

world. 

2.Epistemology – the experience of new thoughts – is this 

moment that follows an ontological shift  

3.Development of subjectivity access to one’s truth



A joyful affect, a collective aesthetic experience is understood in Spinoza 

philosophy to be an enhancement in your capacity to be in the world, an 

increase in your ability to connect with the world and connect with others 

(ACFM, 2019 Collective Joy).

COLLECTIVE JOY



This “expanded” capacity to act facilitates a creative understanding of self.  

In Art Disobedience and Ethics Dennis Atkinson talks about Spinoza’s third 

kind of knowledge as embodied knowledge that we experience as “infinite 

potential”. referencing Deleuze he states as ‘relating to the increase in 

power through the affect of joy that produces the new individual.’ 

COLLECTIVE JOY



Thematic Universe is explored. Dialogic  

‘More truth came out in creative practice, approaching their experiences in experimental 
ways a lot more truth came out.’ 

‘Ability to take bigger risks when taking on a new persona. Creative connections 
between one’s alter ego, you can explore a lot more of yourself.’ 

‘Bringing the inner child in, there is a lot of joy when you bring childlike activities / 
materials to the group.’  

Physical / embodied activity away from the screen. 

Element of surprise that is related to learners interests.

STRATEGIES



 ‘It’s the shared knowledge of the group that is produced, identification, 

make friendships, that’s the empowerment, human connection, your not 

the only one who struggles. Empowering as a group.’ 

(Oreet Ashery, Troy, C. 2020) 

https://vimeo.com/436066222

WHAT IS CO-PRODUCED? 

https://vimeo.com/436066222




Therefore as teachers we can develop pedagogic practice that contributes 

to psychic wellbeing, where joy is understood as the experience of the new 

as it lays itself out before us in multiplicities.  

Today’s session will allow us to play through some workshops that you might 

then use augment for student purposes.  

This session is a iteration on what we have done with students. 

THE OPPORTUNITY



CONSCIOUSNESS-RAISING

1. Relationships 

2.Living in the Wider World 

3.Health and Wellbeing 

IN BREAKOUT GROUPS & USING PADLET TO WRITE YOUR NOTES



ICE-BREAKER

Take 3 mins to find something on your desk / in your home that 

you feel tells us something about your identity as a creative / 

teacher.  

SHARE IN YOUR BREAKOUT GROUPS



1.  What sort of a relationship do you want to foster between teacher and student?   

2. What are the qualities and behaviours you expect in respectful relationships in your 

classroom? 

3.Do you feel restricted by anything from developing meaningful relationships with 

your students? 

4.What would be a dream collaboration for you to bring into the classroom? 

5.Do you feel supported at your institution? Are you part of a union?  

6.How have you and your team created a safe inclusive teaching space? 

7. How is it possible to foster a greater appreciation between art and the environment?  

8.Discuss the last time you felt ‘Collective Joy’ in the classroom, what was happening, 

what initiated this experience? 

RELATIONSHIPS



1. What do you think frightens your students?  

2.Discuss the relationship between creative and entrepreneurial risk taking and social 

and economic responsibility in the development of subjectivity, for you and for your 

students.  

3. What global themes would you like to co-investigate creatively with your students?  

4.What creative skills / attributes do you feel your students need in the wider world? 

5.How can conversations about the BLM movement be brought creatively into the 

classroom? 

6.What do you consider your agency to be in wider society as a teacher?

LIVING IN THE WIDER WORLD



1. How do you take care of yourself as a teacher?   

2.Are there opportunities to take the class outside of the classroom? 

3.What do you worry about in your teaching practice?  

4.Do you feel supported and comfortable when approaching matters of race and 

ethnicity when teaching? 

5.How does collaboration and community in your classroom contribute to wellbeing. 

6.Discuss the relationship between creativity and criticality in your teaching practice   

7.  Do you feel you have freedom to explore your own creativity in your teaching with 

your students? 

8.Discuss the relationship between creativity and wellbeing  

HEALTH AND WELLBEING



COME BACK AND SHARE

MAIN ROOM: 11:15



TEA: 11:40



IDENTITY POLITICS: 11:55



‘The design of fictional characters enable the subject to explore, to speak 

from a free perspective and try on different identities; to test out your 

agency in a safe space.’  

(Oreet Ashery, Troy, C. 2020) 

Your brief is to design an extension of yourself, an alter ego or a sprit 

creature to take into the world with you who will give you power, protection 

and wisdom you need to be in the world. 

ALTER EGO



ALTER EGO
The fun of alter egos is that you get to re-mix 

yourself.  

‘It’s a good experiment. It could work like a 

shield, or a spell.’ Marvin Gaye Chetwynd 

The series, titled Altered Images, was Warhol's 

homage to Marcel Duchamp's alter ego Rose 

Selavy, who was photographed in a ladies' hat 

and fur collar by Man Ray in the 1920s. 







‘I actually designed my creature as separate to me so it could be a form of 

comfort  

pet. I guess it made me realise that sometimes I need something or someone 

to hold close during times of trouble.’ 

(D, age 15)

IDENTITY POLITICS
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‘I feel that I have gained a wider insight into my character. By taking time to 

think about my social relationships and feelings I I have gained an 

understanding about the way I function, but also the ways I need to 

improve.’ 

(J, age 14)

IDENTITY POLITICS
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DESIGN A VERSION OF YOURSELF (PART 1) 

1. Recognise and select 3-5 values you have and a choose a further 3-5 

more that you wish to work towards (see sheet)  

2.What super powers would you like to have, both in the classroom 

and outside.  

3.What rituals might prove useful in developing these? i.e what are the 

practicalities needed / commitments you might make? 



INDIVIDUALLY
12:05



SHARE TO GROUP
12:20



LUNCH
12:30



IDENTITY POLITICS: 
13:30



DESIGN A VERSION OF YOURSELF (PART 2) 

Start to now experiment design a collage / PADLET or make analog and 

post.  

Think about the values you hold dear, the creative risks you might be 

able to take as your alter-ego, what sort of physical attributes might 

express who your alter-ego is. 



COLLAGE MOODBOARD

‘collage as a form of inquiry […]allows the researcher to work in a 

nonlinear and intuitive way by arranging image fragments that reveal 

unconscious connections and reveal new understandings’  

(Davis, 2008a) 











 CULTURE BUILDING:14:15
First comes community then comes culture! 



‘In the beginning of Time, the Great Creator Reason, made the Earth to be a 

common Treasury, to preserve Beasts, Birds, and Fishes; but not one word was 

spoken in the beginning, That one branch of mankind should rule over another.’ 

(Winstanley, in Gilbert, J 2014) 

 CULTURE BUILDING



‘Designate a shared set of capacities, disposition, affects and interests which is 

the basis of the multitudes creative potential of which the commons is always a 

material and partially institutional setting’ 

(Hardt and Negri, in Gilbert, J 2014) 

THE COMMON



‘It helped me see a different perspective of the world and that creativity 

and innovation is a very important skill to have.’ 

(S, 14) 

THE COMMON



WORKSHOP: THE COMMONS

 Introduce your alter-egos / spirit animals to our group. This is your micro community. 

‘The creative activity of the multitude which is the most present force in driving 

cultural change’



WORKSHOP: THE COMMONS
‘The creative activity of the multitude which is the most present force in driving 

cultural change’ Refer back to our objective: what sort of subject do  we want to 

foster in our classrooms / institutions ? 

1.What specific resources do we need in place for that? 

2.What do we want for each other? 

3.What sort of collaborations can we develop as a community to foster a culture of 

wellbeing and collectivity? 

4.What will be restricted from our institutions 

5.Discuss “Social Reproduction” or “Social mobility”?  

Add your ideas to your padlet. 



MANIFESTO
14:50



‘To make a Manifesto is to hallucinate the Promised Land, wherever that 

might be. It is in it’s own way a utopian project. The characteristic stance 

of the artist-manifesto is a sort of spiritual resilience’ 

(Danchev, A. 2011)

THE MANIFESTO



WORKSHOP: MANIFESTO MAKING

Reflect on the work produced, can you come up with 2-3 clauses for what you are for 

collectively / what you against within the institution you wish be part of?  

Add your ideas to your padlet 



SHARE IN MAIN ROOM
15.10



‘The adventure of life cannot be disjoined from intellectual 

adventure’  

(Whitehead, A.N 1967)  

This adventure is understood as Joy of the new as it lays itself 

out before us in multiplicities

THANK YOU
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